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BALANCING THE LOADS OF SERVERS IN A
SERVER FARM BASED ON AN ANGLE
BETWEEN TWO VECTORS

medium for balancing the loads of servers comprises the
programming instructions for receiving a load factor for each
server in a server farm. The computer program product fur

ther comprises the programming instructions for computing a
TECHNICAL FIELD

?rst vector to hold the load factor for each server in the server

farm. Additionally, the computer program product comprises
the programming instructions for receiving a client request.

The present invention relates to a load balancing system,
and more particularly to balancing the loads of servers in a

In addition, the computer program product comprises the

server farm based on an angle betWeen a vector that holds the

programming instructions for computing a plurality of sec
ond vectors, Where each of the plurality of second vectors

values of the load factors for each of the servers in the server
farm and a vector that holds a number of client requests to be
serviced by each of the servers.

holds a number of client requests to be serviced by each server
in the server farm taking into consideration the received client

BACKGROUND

request. Each of the plurality of second vectors is computed
by modifying a third vector to attribute the client request

Generally, a load balancing system includes a set of clients

being serviced by a different server in the server farm, Where
the third vector holds a current number of client requests

and a set of servers With a unit, referred to as a “load balancer,”
betWeen them. The clients issue a service or a content request

the computer program product comprises the programming

to be serviced by any of the servers in the set of servers,
commonly referred to as a “server farm.” The load balancer
determines Which server in the server farm is going to service

being serviced by each server in the server farm. Furthermore,
20

program product further comprises the programming instruc

the client request.

tions for identifying one of the plurality of second vectors
Which makes a smallest angle With the ?rst vector. In addition,

Since different servers in the server farm Will have a dif

ferent capacity to handle requests (i.e., different capacity in
the number of connections the servers can service), the load

instructions for computing an angle made by each of the
plurality of second vectors With the ?rst vector. The computer

the computer program product comprises the programming
25

client requests to the servers in the server farm so that none of

instructions for directing the client request to a server in the
server farm that corresponds to the identi?ed second vector.
Another form of the embodiment of the computer program

the servers become overloaded and that services retain high

product described above is in a system.

balancer Will attempt to optimally distribute the incoming

availability. Distributing Workload, such as client requests,

The foregoing has outlined rather generally the features

among servers in the server farm in a manner that attempts to 30 and technical advantages of one or more embodiments of the

optimiZe resource utiliZation, maximize throughput, mini
miZe response time and avoid overload is referred to as “load

balancing.”
Currently, one of the main techniques for implementing
load balancing is the “Weighted least connection scheduling”

35

technique. In such a technique, the servers in the server farm
are assigned a Weight based on the capacity to handle client

present invention in order that the detailed description of the
present invention that folloWs may be better understood.
Additional features and advantages of the present invention
Will be described hereinafter Which may form the subject of
the claims of the present invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

requests. Servers With a higher Weight value receive a larger
percentage of connections at any one time. When there is a

client request, the load balancer uses this Weight to determine
the percentage of the current number of connections to give

40

each server. As a result, more requests are distributed to those

servers With feWer active connections relative to their capaci

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of the present invention

ties (assigned Weight).
HoWever, the Weighted least connection scheduling tech

of a load balancing system;
45

nique initially distributes one connection to each of the serv

FIG. 2 is a hardWare con?guration of a server load balancer

in accordance With an embodiment of the present invention;
and
FIG. 3 is a ?owchart of a method for balancing the loads of

ers irrespective of their Weights Which may not effectively
achieve load balancing. Furthermore, the Weighted least con
nection scheduling technique distributes the neW client
request in a manner that neutraliZes the current state of insta

A better understanding of the present invention can be

obtained When the folloWing detailed description is consid
ered in conjunction With the folloWing draWings, in Which:

servers in the server farm in accordance With an embodiment
50

bility Which may in the future not turn out to be the best
possible distribution of requests among the servers to achieve

of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

effective load balancing.
Other load balancing techniques suffer drawbacks as Well.

For example, the Weighted round-robin scheduling approach

55

can lead to the overloading of one server While under utiliZing
the other servers in the server farm.

As a result, the current load balancing techniques may not
distribute the incoming client requests among the servers in
the server farm in such a manner as to optimiZe load balancing

60

(i.e., optimiZe resource utiliZation, maXimiZe throughput,
minimize response time and avoid overload).
BRIEF SUMMARY
65

The present invention comprises a method, system and
computer program product for balancing the loads of servers
in the server farm. In one embodiment of the present inven
tion, a vector, referred to herein as the “DesiredVector,” is
computed to hold the load factors for each of the servers in the
server farm. Upon receipt of a client request, a vector, referred
to herein as the “ActiveConnections,” is modi?ed for each
scenario Where the neW client request is considered to be
serviced by a different server in the server farm. The Active
Connections vector holds the current number of client
requests being serviced by each of the servers in the server

farm. Angles made by each of the different ActiveConnec

In one embodiment of the present invention, a computer

tions vectors With the DesiredVector are computed. Upon

program product embodied in a computer readable storage

identifying the ActiveConnections vector that produces the

US 8,645,545 B2
3

4

smallest angle With the DesiredVector, the neW client request

example, an application for balancing the loads of servers in

is directed to the server Which corresponds to the identi?ed
ActiveConnections vector. In this manner, the best possible

a server farm as discussed further beloW in association With

FIG. 3.

distribution of requests among the servers of the server farm

Referring again to FIG. 2, read-only memory (“ROM”)

is made for every client connection. That is, the distribution of
client requests is as close as possible to the expected distri

205 may be coupled to system bus 202 and include a basic

input/output system (“BIOS”) that controls certain basic
functions of server load balancer 105. Random access

bution (the distribution shoWn in the DesiredVector).

memory (“RAM”) 206 and disk adapter 207 may also be
coupled to system bus 202. It should be noted that softWare

In the following description, numerous speci?c details are
set forth to provide a thorough understanding of the present
invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to those skilled in the
art that the present invention may be practiced Without such
speci?c details. In other instances, Well-knoWn circuits have
been shoWn in block diagram form in order not to obscure the
present invention in unnecessary detail. For the most part,
details considering timing considerations and the like have

components including operating system 203 and application
204 may be loaded into RAM 206, Which may be load bal
ancer’s 105 main memory for execution. Disk adapter 207

may be an integrated drive electronics (“IDE”) adapter that
communicates With a disk unit 208, e.g., disk drive. It is noted
that the program for balancing the loads of servers in a server
farm as discussed further beloW in association With FIG. 3,

been omitted inasmuch as such details are not necessary to

may reside in disk unit 208 or in application 204.
Server load balancer 105 may further include a communi

obtain a complete understanding of the present invention and
are Within the skills of persons of ordinary skill in the relevant
art.

cations adapter 209 coupled to bus 202. Communications
20

load balancing system 100 for practicing the principles of the

to communicate With clients 101, servers 103.

As Will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, aspects of

present invention in accordance With an embodiment of the

present invention. Load balancing system 100 includes cli
ents 101A-101N (Where N can be any positive integer num

adapter 209 may interconnect bus 202 With an outside net

Work (e.g., netWork 104) thereby alloWing load balancer 105

Referring noW to the Figures in detail, FIG. 1 illustrates a

the present invention may be embodied as a system, method
25

or computer program product. Accordingly, aspects of the

ber) coupled to a server farm 102 that includes servers 103A

present invention may take the form of an entirely hardWare

103N (Where N can be any positive integer number) via a
netWork 104 (e.g., local area netWork, Wide area netWork).
Clients 101A-101N may collectively or individually be

embodiment, an entirely softWare embodiment (including
?rmware, resident softWare, micro-code, etc.) or an embodi
ment combining softWare and hardWare aspects that may all

referred to as clients 101 or client 101, respectively. Servers
103A-103N may collectively or individually be referred to as
servers 103 or server 103, respectively.

30

take the form of a computer program product embodied in one
or more computer readable medium(s) having computer read
able program code embodied thereon.

Client 101 may be any type of device (e.g., Wireless, Per

sonal Digital Assistant (PDA), cell phone, personal computer
system, Workstation, Internet appliance) con?gured With the
capability of connecting to netWork 104 and consequently

35

Any combination of one or more computer readable medi

um(s) may be utiliZed. The computer readable medium may

communicating With server 103.
Load balancing system 100 further includes a server load

be a computer readable signal medium or a computer read

able storage medium. A computer readable storage medium
may be, for example, but not limited to, an electronic, mag

balancer 105 interconnected With servers 103 in server farm

102 and clients 101. Server load balancer 105 is con?gured to
optimiZe load balancing among servers 103 in server farm

generally be referred to herein as a “circuit,” ‘module” or

“system.” Furthermore, aspects of the present invention may

40

netic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor
system, apparatus, or device, or any suitable combination of

102 using the principles of the present invention as discussed

the foregoing. More speci?c examples (a non-exhaustive list)

further beloW. That is, server load balancer 105 distributes
requests from clients 101 to be serviced among servers 103 of

of the computer readable storage medium Would include the
folloWing: an electrical connection having one or more Wires,

server farm 102 in such as a manner as to optimiZe load 45 a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access

balancing (i.e., optimiZe resource utiliZation, maximize
throughput, minimiZe response time and avoid overload)

memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable

programmable read-only memory (EPROM or ?ash
memory), a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD
ROM), an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device,

among servers 103. A description of one embodiment of
server load balancer 105 being in a hardWare con?guration is

provided further beloW in connection With FIG. 2.
Load balancing system 100 is not to be limited in scope to
the depiction of FIG. 1. Load balancing system 100 may be
any type of system that has a server farm 102, at least one
client 101, and a server load balancer 105.
Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a

50

any tangible medium that can contain, or store a program for
use by or in connection With an instruction execution system,
apparatus, or device.
55

A computer readable signal medium may include a propa

gated data signal With computer readable program code

hardWare con?guration of a server load balancer 105 (FIG. 1)
Which is representative of a hardWare environment for prac
ticing the present invention. Referring to FIG. 2, server load

embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as part of a
carrier Wave. Such a propagated signal may take any of a

variety of forms, including, but not limited to, electro-mag

balancer 105 may have a processor 201 coupled to various

other components by system bus 202. An operating system

or any suitable combination of the foregoing. In the context of
this document, a computer readable storage medium may be

60

netic, optical, or any suitable combination thereof. A com

203 may run on processor 201 and provide control and coor

puter readable signal medium may be any computer readable

dinate the functions of the various components of FIG. 2. An

calls implement the various functions or services to be per

medium that is not a computer readable storage medium and
that can communicate, propagate, or transport a program for
use by or in connection With an instruction execution system,
apparatus or device.
Program code embodied on a computer readable medium

formed by application 204. Application 204 may include, for

may be transmitted using any appropriate medium, including

application 204 in accordance With the principles of the
present invention may run in conjunction With operating sys
tem 203 and provide calls to operating system 203 Where the

65
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but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical ?ber cable, RF,

103 in server farm 102. In one embodiment, the load factor or
server weight is a measure of the capacity of server 103 to

etc., or any suitable combination of the foregoing.

Computer program code for carrying out operations for

service requests from clients 101 (“client requests”). That is,

aspects of the present invention may be written in any com
bination of one or more programming languages, including

the load factor is a measure of the number of connections
server 103 can service. In one embodiment, the load factor is

an object oriented programming language such as Java,
Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional procedural pro
gramming languages, such as the C programming language or
similar programming languages. The program code may

a positive integer number ranging from 1 to 100, where a
higher number indicates a greater capacity to service client
requests than a lower number.

In step 302, load balancer 105 computes the vector vari
able, referred to herein as the “DesiredVector,” to hold the
values of the load factors received in step 301 for each server
103 in server farm 102. For example, suppose that there are
four servers 103 in server farm 102 (e.g., servers 103A, 103B,

execute entirely on the user’s computer, partly on the user’s
computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the
user’s computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely
on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the

103C and 103D). Suppose further that the load factors
assigned to servers 103A, 103B, 103C and 103D are 6, 2, 3
and 7, respectively. As a result, DesiredVector would be [6 2
3 7], where the ?rst position in DesiredVector is associated
with server 103A, the second position in DesiredVector is

remote computer may be connected to the user’s computer
through any type of network, including a local area network
(LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may

be made to an external computer (for example, through the
Internet using an Internet Service Provider).
Aspects of the present invention are described below with
reference to ?owchart illustrations and/ or block diagrams of

associated with server 103B and so forth.
20

ucts according to embodiments of the present invention. It
will be understood that each block of the ?owchart illustra
tions and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in
the ?owchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be

rent number of client requests being serviced by each of the
servers 103 in server farm 102. For instance, referring to the
above example, since there are four servers 103 in server farm
25

implemented by computer program instructions. These com
puter program instructions may be provided to a processor of
a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or

other programmable data processing apparatus to product a
machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the

In step 304, load balancer 105 receive a new client request.
30

cessing apparatus, create means for implementing the func

farm 102. Referring to the example above, the variable
ActiveConnections will initially be [0 0 0 0]. Upon receipt of

block or blocks.
35

a computer readable medium that can direct a computer, other

in the example of having four servers 103A-103D, load bal
40

block or blocks.

The computer program instructions may also be loaded
onto a computer, other programmable data processing appa
45

be performed on the computer, other programmable appara
tus or other devices to produce a computer implemented
process such that the instructions which execute on the com

puter or other programmable apparatus provide processes for
implementing the function/acts speci?ed in the ?owchart

the ?rst client request, load balancer 105 will modify Active
Connections for each scenario where the client request is
serviced by a different server 103 in server farm 102. Hence,

programmable data processing apparatus, or other devices to
function in a particular manner, such that the instructions
stored in the computer readable medium produce an article of

ratus, or other devices to cause a series of operational steps to

In step 305, load balancer 105 modi?es the variableActive
Connections for each scenario where the new client request is
considered to be serviced by a different server 103 in server

tion/ acts speci?ed in the ?owchart and/ or block diagram

manufacture including instructions which implement the
function/act speci?ed in the ?owchart and/or block diagram

102, ActiveConnections would be initialiZed to [0 0 0 0],
where the ?rst position in ActiveConnections is associated
with server 103A, the second position in ActiveConnections
is associated with server 103B and so forth.

processor of the computer or other programmable data pro

These computer program instructions may also be stored in

In step 303, load balancer 105 initialiZes a vector variable,
referred to herein as the ActiveConnections, to be a Zero
vector. In one embodiment, ActiveConnections holds the cur

methods, apparatus (systems) and computer program prod

50

and/ or block diagram block or blocks.

ancer 105 would generate four separate ActiveConnections
for each case where the new client request is being directed to
a different server 103 in server farm 102. For example, if the

client request is directed to server 103A, then ActiveConnec
tions would be [1 0 0 0]. If the client request is directed to
server 103B, then ActiveConnections would be [0 l 0 0]. If
the client request is directed to server 103C, then ActiveCon
nections would be [0 0 l 0]. And if the client request is
directed to server 103D, thenActiveConnections would be [0
0 0 1].
In step 306, load balancer 105 computes the angles made
by each of the different ActiveConnections vectors (com

puted in step 305) with the variable DesiredVector. For
example, an angle between two vectors, A and B, is calculated

by the following equation:

As stated in the Background section, the current load bal

ancing techniques may not distribute the incoming client
requests among the servers in the server farm in such a man

ner as to optimiZe load balancing (i.e., optimiZe resource

55

utiliZation, maximiZe throughput, minimiZe response time
and avoid overload).
The principles of the present invention provide a current

load balancing technique that optimiZes load balancing by
attempting to distribute the client requests as close as possible
to the expected distribution using an angle between two vec

60

where A is equal to the variable DesiredVector and B is
equal to one of the ActiveConnections computed in step 305,
where AB is the dot product of vectors A and B, and where
|A| and |B| are the lengths (or norms) of the vectors.
For instance, referring to the example above, if Desired
Vector equals [6 2 3 7] and the ?rst of the four ActiveCon
nections vectors (client request directed to server 103A)

equals [1 0 0 0], then the angle made by the ActiveConnec

tors as discussed below in connection with FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a
?owchart of a method 300 for balancing the loads of servers

tions vector with the DesiredVector is equal to:

103 (FIG. 1) in a server farm 102 (FIG. 1) in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention.

65

Referring to FIG. 3, in conjunction with FIGS. 1-2, in step
301, load balancer 105 receives a load factor for each server

which equals 52.69 degrees.

US 8,645,545 B2
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Similarly, the angles made by the otherActiveConnections

implementations, certain steps in method 300 may be

vectors (client request directed to servers 103B, 103C and

executed in a substantially simultaneous manner or may be

103D) With the DesiredVector is equal to 78.34, 72.36 and 45

omitted.

Although the method, system and computer program prod

degrees, respectively.

uct are described in connection With several embodiments, it
is not intended to be limited to the speci?c forms set forth
herein, but on the contrary, it is intended to cover such alter

In step 307, load balancer 105 identi?es the ActiveConnec
tions vector computed in step 306 Which makes the smallest

angle With the DesiredVector. Referring to the example
above, the ActiveConnections vector [0 0 0 1], Where the

natives, modi?cations and equivalents, as can be reasonably
included Within the spirit and scope of the invention as

client request Was directed to server 103D, made the smallest

de?ned by the appended claims.

angle (45 degrees) With the DesiredVector.

The invention claimed is:
1. A computer program product embodied in a computer
readable storage device for balancing the loads of servers, the

In step 308, loadbalancer 105 directs the neW client request
to server 103 (e.g., server 103D) in server farm 102 Which

corresponds to the identi?ed ActiveConnections vector.
The smaller the angle betWeen the DesiredVector and the
ActiveConnections vector implies the closer to the ideal dis

computer program product comprising the programming
instructions for:
receiving a load factor for each server in a server farm;
computing a ?rst vector to hold said load factor for each
server in said server farm;

tribution. By computing the angle betWeen the DesiredVector
and the ActiveConnections vector and directing the neW client
request to server 1 03 corresponding to the ActiveConnections
vector Which makes the smallest angle With the DesiredVec
tor, the best possible distribution of requests among servers
103 of server farm 102 is made for every client connection.
That is, the distribution of client requests is as close as pos

20

receiving a client request;
computing a plurality of second vectors, Wherein each of
said plurality of second vectors holds a number of client
requests to be serviced by each server in said server farm

taking into consideration said received client request,

sible to the expected distribution (the distribution shoWn in

the DesiredVector).

Wherein each of said plurality of second vectors is com
puted by modifying a third vector to attribute said client

25

request being serviced by a different server in said server
farm, Wherein said third vector holds a current number

In step 309, load balancer 105 updates the ActiveConnec
tions vector to indicate the forWarding of the neW client
request to the appropriate server 103 in server farm 102. That

of client requests being serviced by each server in said
server farm;

is, load balancer 105 replaces the former ActiveConnections
vector With the ActiveConnections vector identi?ed in step
307.

30

second vectors With said ?rst vector;

identifying one of said plurality of second vectors Which
makes a smallest angle With said ?rst vector; and

Upon updating the ActiveConnections vector, load bal
ancer 105 Waits to receive a subsequent client request in step
304 and modi?es the ActiveConnections vector as discussed

above in step 305.
For instance, referring to the above example, suppose that
the ActiveConnections vector is equal to [6 2 3 6] after receiv
ing 17 client requests for the four servers 103A, 103B, 103C
and 103D. Load balancer 105 Will then modify ActiveCon
nections for each scenario Where the client request is serviced

directing said client request to a server in said server farm

that corresponds to said identi?ed second vector.
2. The computer program product as recited in claim 1

further comprising the programming instructions for:
updating said third vector to indicate forWarding of said
client request to said server in said server farm.
40

initializing said third vector to be a Zero vector prior to

receipt of a ?rst client request.
4. The computer program product as recited in claim 1,
Wherein each position in said ?rst vector corresponds to said
load factor for a particular server in said server farm, Wherein
each position in said third vector corresponds to a number of

requests currently being serviced by said particular server in
said server farm.
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5. The computer program product as recited in claim 1,
Wherein each position in each of said plurality of second
vectors corresponds to a number of client requests to be
serviced by a particular server in said server farm taking into

tor being [6 2 3 7], the angles made by the ActiveConnections
vectors (client request directed to servers 103A, 103B, 103C

and 103D) With the DesiredVector is equal to 8.19, 8.00, 8.12
and 0 degrees, respectively. The ActiveConnections vector [6

3. The computer program product as recited in claim 1

further comprising the programming instructions for:

by a different server 103 in server farm 102. Hence, if the
client request is directed to server 103A, then ActiveConnec

tions Would be [7 2 3 6]. If the client request is directed to
server 103B, then ActiveConnections Would be [6 3 3 6]. If
the client request is directed to server 103C, then ActiveCon
nections Would be [6 2 4 6]. And if the client request is
directed to server 103D, then ActiveConnections Would be [6
2 3 7].
Load balancer 105 then computes the angles made by each
of the different ActiveConnections vectors With the Desired
Vector. Referring to the example above With the DesiredVec

computing an angle made by each of said plurality of
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consideration said received client request.
6. The computer program product as recited in claim 1,

Wherein said angle made by each of said plurality of second

2 3 7], Where the client request Was directed to server 103D,

vectors With said ?rst vector is computed by the formula:

made the smallest angle (0 degrees) With the DesiredVector.
In this case, the distribution of client requests matches the

expected distribution. Hence, load balancer 105 Would direct
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the neW client request to the server 103D corresponding to
this ActiveConnections vector.
In some implementations, method 300 may include other

and/ or additional steps that, for clarity, are not depicted. Fur
ther, in some implementations, method 300 may be executed
in a different order presented and that the order presented in
the discussion of FIG. 3 is illustrative. Additionally, in some

WhereinA is equal to said ?rst vector and B is equal to one
of said plurality of second vectors.
7. The computer program product as recited in claim 1,

Wherein said load factor is a positive integer ranging from 1 to
100.
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8. A system, comprising:
a memory unit for storing a computer program for balanc

ing the loads of servers; and

US 8,645,545 B2
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10. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein said proces
sor further comprises:

a processor coupled to said memory unit, Wherein said
processor, responsive to said computer program, com

prises:

circuitry for initialiZing said third vector to be a Zero vector

circuitry for receiving a load factor for each server in a
server farm;
circuitry for computing a ?rst vector to hold said load
factor for each server in said server farm;

prior to receipt of a ?rst client request.
11. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein each position

circuitry for receiving a client request;
circuitry for computing a plurality of second vectors,
Wherein each of said plurality of second vectors holds

in said ?rst vector corresponds to said load factor for a par
ticular server in said server farm, Wherein each position in
said third vector corresponds to a number of requests cur

a number of client requests to be serviced by each
server in said server farm taking into consideration

rently being serviced by said particular server in said server
farm.

said received client request, Wherein each of said plu
rality of second vectors is computed by modifying a

12. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein each position
in each of said plurality of second vectors corresponds to a
number of client requests to be serviced by a particular server
in said server farm taking into consideration said received

third vector to attribute said client request being ser
viced by a different server in said server farm, Wherein
said third vector holds a current number of client

requests being serviced by each server in said server

farm;
circuitry for computing an angle made by each of said
plurality of second vectors With said ?rst vector;
circuitry for identifying one of said plurality of second
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vectors Which makes a smallest angle With said ?rst

vector; and
circuitry for directing said client request to a server in
said server farm that corresponds to said identi?ed
second vector.

9. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein said processor

further comprises:
circuitry for updating said third vector to indicate forWard
ing of said client request to said server in said server
farm.

client request.
13. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein said angle
made by each of said plurality of second vectors With said ?rst
vector is computed by the formula:
cos-1((A -B)/(\AHB\))
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WhereinA is equal to said ?rst vector and B is equal to one
of said plurality of second vectors.

14. The system as recited in claim 8, Wherein said load
factor is a positive integer ranging from 1 to 100.
*

*
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